A Smart Way to Better
Bed Bug Management

NATTARO SCOUT™
Monitoring System with Pheromone Lure

Your provider of solutions
for bed bug control
Do you have customers who have problems with bed bugs?
Do you want to detect or monitor bed bugs in order to identify the
problem early? Then Nattaro Labs is the ideal product company
for you. We are bed bug experts, and have unique patented
Swedish inventions that prevent and detect bed bugs.

Proven effect

Nattaro Scout™ is a bed bug monitoring system with proven effect.
Thanks to its design the monitor is easy to fit on the floor, under the
bed frame or inside the bed between the mattresses. The unique lure
consists of synthetic pheromones and mimics a normal sized bed bug
harbourage (aggregation). The construction is a pit fall trap, where the
bed bugs can climb in but not out. When used as a continuous
monitoring, the lure should be changed on a regular basis.

Immediate release, re-charge every two weeks
Captures bed bugs of all stages
For early detection and quality control of treatments

Working with the bed bugs
biology, not against it
Research shows that nine out of ten bed bug infestations starts in our
beds, and since the growth rate is exponential it is important to
discover an infestation early. The Nattaro Scout device captures all
stages of bed bugs, making it a useful system for professional pest
control technicians. Thanks to its design, the product is easy to work
with and fits well where it is needed, whether under the bed, on the
floor or between mattresses. Use Nattaro Scout to identify an
infestation before treatment and as a control to verify the effect of your
treatment. The hit rate is 90% or more during the first six days.

Use Nattaro Scout when you suspect an
infestation but cannot find any bed bugs. Use
post-treatment to verify that the result has
been successful. The lure is especially
attractive to female bed bugs.

Easy to place in or under the bed or on the floor
An effective and discrete device in any environment
A perfect complement to other pest control routines

Bed bug specialists
The bed bug problem continues to grow throughout the world.
Here at Nattaro Labs, we specialise in bed bugs and in developing
products to effectively prevent and combat this challenge.

Globally unique research

Our business is based on unique research in Chemical Ecology
initiated at Lund University, southern Sweden. In our own
research laboratory, we are continuously working to learn more
and to develop our offering. Nattaro Scout, the monitoring system
with bed bug pheromones, is a unique invention made in Sweden.

Expert help

Nattaro Labs work with pest control professionals all over the
world, leading researchers, the accommodation industry and
others to prevent, detect and control bed bug infestations. In
addition to our products we also offer consultancy, education and
training programs as well as other knowledge enhancing activities.
How can we help you?
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